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Computer programming is becom-
ing essential across fields. Tradi-
tionally grouped with science,
technology, engineering, andmath-
ematics (STEM) disciplines, pro-
gramming also bears parallels to
natural languages. These parallels
may translate into overlapping pro-
cessing mechanisms. Investigating
the cognitive basis of programming
is important for understanding the
human mind and could transform
education practices.
The Growing Importance of
Computer Programming
In the automated economy, computer pro-
gramming is becoming an essential skill
across diverse fields and disciplines. As a re-
sult, countries across the world are explor-
ing the inclusion of computer science (CS)
as mandatory in the school curriculum. For
example, the US government launched the
‘Computer Science for All’ initiative in 2016
to introduce programming at all educational
levels. Similar initiatives are taking place
across Europe, Asia, and South America.

The growing importance of CS education
underscores the urgency in characterizing
the cognitive mechanisms and the corre-
sponding brain circuits that support the
acquisition and use of computer program-
ming skills (Box 1). This basic knowledge
is needed to guide the design of curricula,
assessments, and educational policies re-
garding when and how to introduce CS in
schools and to inform the implementation
of teaching strategies and disciplinary
integration.
Furthermore, an understanding of the
cognitive and neural basis of programming
can contribute to the general enterprise of
deciphering the architecture of the human
mind. Computer programming is a cogni-
tive invention, like arithmetic and writing.
How are such emergent skills acquired?
Presumably, they rely on phylogenetically
older mechanisms, many of which we
share with other animals, but which mech-
anisms? And how do these mechanisms
and new domains of knowledge interact
with the evolutionarily older and ontoge-
netically earlier-emerging ones?

Programming as Problem Solving
Traditionally, many researchers have con-
strued programming in terms of problem
solving, dividing it into distinct steps: prob-
lem comprehension, design, coding, and
debugging/maintenance [1]. As a result,
when describing the cognitive underpin-
nings of programming, researchers have
often focused on the early stages of pro-
gram planning and the ability to break
down a problem into discrete units (later
dubbed ‘computational thinking’ [2]). Stud-
ies that have probed the process of coding
itself have often resorted to evaluating
overall cognitive load [3]. Thus, empirical
research has lagged behind in exploring
the relationship between mechanisms that
underlie programming and other cognitive
skills, in particular language ability. Despite
an abundance of metaphoric descriptions
linking computer and natural languages,
such as the use of the terms ‘syntax’ and
‘semantics’ [4], the problem-solving ap-
proach has continued to dominate the dis-
course in the field of CS education and
sometimes eclipsed research exploring
other cognitive mechanisms potentially in-
volved (see the supplemental information
online for a more detailed overview).

Beyond STEM: An Alternative
Construal of CS
Despite the lack of rich and detailed char-
acterization of the cognitive bases of com-
puter programming, educators have long
Tr
made assumptions about the relationship
between programming and other cognitive
skills. These assumptions have shaped the
treatment of CS in schools across the
world as mathematically/problem-solving
oriented, and, when integrated in the cur-
ricula, CS has been grouped with STEM
disciplines [5]. However, some have argued
for an alternative construal of program-
ming – an approach that has become
known as ‘coding as literacy’ [6]. The key
idea is this: when you learn a programming
language, you acquire a symbolic system
that can be used to creatively express
yourself and communicate with others.
The process of teaching programming
can therefore be informed by pedagogies
for developing linguistic fluency.

The term ‘programming languages’ al-
ready implies parallels to natural language.
However, to rigorously evaluate the nature
and extent of potential overlap in the cog-
nitive and neural mechanisms that support
computer versus natural language pro-
cessing, it is critical to delineate the
core components of each process and
formulate specific hypotheses about the
representations and computations that
underlie them. Here, we propose a frame-
work for generating such hypotheses.

With respect to knowledge representa-
tions, both computer and natural lan-
guages rely on a set of ‘building blocks’
(words and phrases in natural language,
functions and variables in computer lan-
guages) and a set of constraints for how
these building blocks can combine to cre-
ate new, complex meanings. Studies dat-
ing back to the 1970s have noted this
parallel, as evidenced by the occasional ref-
erence to the semantics and syntax of pro-
gramming languages [4], but few have
investigated this distinction experimentally
(see the supplemental information online).
Whereas the technical meanings of these
terms in linguistics and CS differ, their
usage highlights that both natural and pro-
gramming languages rely on meaningful
and structured representations.
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Box 1. Why Now? The Urgency of Understanding the Cognitive Underpinnings of Computer
Programming

Given the growing demand for programming skills, educators have been increasing efforts to make CS classes
available to students. The question of whether CS should be grouped with STEM or with languages has
sparked countless debates, with some citing Dijkstra who claimed that ‘mastery of one’s native tongue’ is
key to competent programming [14] and Papert’s early vision of ‘learning to program as a second language’
[15] and others pointing to the decades-long tradition of viewing programming as principled problem solving.
Lawmakers have alsoweighed in on the issue. In 33 US states, CS fulfills a mathematics or science requirement,
with Texas and Oklahoma providing an option to count it as a foreign language (https://code.org/promote).
At the federal level, legislators have proposed an initiative to award grants to schools that count CS toward either
a mathematics/science or a foreign language requirement.

There is a marked lack of scientific research that would support any of those initiatives. Although programming
may, to some extent, recruit both STEM and language skills, no studies of programming have so far examined
the exact division of labor between these cognitive domains. As new educational policies are introduced, un-
derstanding the cognitive underpinnings of programming can help to guide those decisions.

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
With respect to computations, a multistep
processing pipeline appears to underlie
both the comprehension and the genera-
tion of linguistic/code units (Figure 1). In
comprehension, we start with perceptual
input and are trying to infer the intended
meaning of an utterance or to decipher
what a piece of code is trying to achieve.
In doing so, we initially engage in some
basic perceptual processing (auditory/vi-
sual in natural languages and typically visual
in computer languages) and then attempt
to recognize the building blocks and the re-
lationships among them. For longer narra-
tives and extended pieces of code, we
need to not only understand each utter-
ance/line but also to infer an overall high-
order structure of the text/program.

In generating linguistic utterances or code,
we start with an idea. This idea can be a
simple one and require a single sentence
or line of code or it can be highly complex
and require a whole extended narrative or
multipart program. For simpler ideas or
subcomponents of complex ideas, we
need to figure out the specific building
blocks to use and to organize them in a par-
ticular way to express the target idea. For
more complex ideas, we first need to deter-
mine the overall structure of the narrative or
program. Once we have a specific plan for
what we want to say, or what a piece of
code would look like, we engage in actual
motor implementation by saying/writing an
utterance or typing up code statements. It
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is worth noting, however, that in generating
both linguistic texts and computer code,
top-down planning may be supplemented
with more bottom-up strategies where cer-
tain fragments of the text/code are pro-
duced first or borrowed from previously
generated text/code, and then the overall
structure is built around those.

During these comprehension/generation
processes, we also engage in other, plau-
sibly similar, mental computations. For ex-
ample, we can recognize errors – others’
or our own – and figure out how to fix
them [1]. When processing sequences of
words and commands, we plausibly en-
gage in predictive processing: as we get
more input, we construct an increasingly
richer representation of the unfolding
idea, which in turn constrains what might
come next. Further, during the generation
of utterances or code, creative thinking
comes into play, affecting the very nature
of the ideas one is trying to express as
well as how those ideas are converted
into sentences/code. Finally, we may
need to consider the intent of the pro-
ducer or the state of mind of our target
audience – abilities that draw on our
mentalizing (Theory of Mind) capacities
(although mentalizing about the computer
itself might be maladaptive; see the sup-
plemental information online).

It is also worth noting that the vast majority
of programming languages directly rely on
programmers’ knowledge of natural lan-
guages (specifically, English). Keywords,
variable names, function names, and
application programming interfaces
follow naming conventions that indicate
their function; it has been shown that
‘unintuitive’ naming increases cognitive
load [7] and hinders program comprehen-
sion [8]. The importance of natural lan-
guage semantics is further highlighted by
the fact that non-native English speakers
often struggle to learn English-based pro-
gramming languages [9]. Further, com-
puter code is usually accompanied by
comments and, for larger pieces of soft-
ware, documentation, which serve to scaf-
fold program comprehension. Thus, the
process of working with code necessarily
involves tight integration of computer and
natural language knowledge.

The machine learning community has al-
ready begun to exploit structural similari-
ties between code and natural language
by applying natural language processing
techniques to analyze code [10]. Develop-
mental psychology researchers have also
begun to explore those parallels. A case
study [11] demonstrated that knowing a
programming language can facilitate the
acquisition of reading ability. Pilot studies
with preschoolers and kindergarteners
have also shown that programming can
facilitate language processing, as young
children’s sequencing abilities significantly
improved after they received coding inter-
ventions [12]. Neuroimaging studies of
programming, although in their infancy, hint
at potential overlap between language-
and code-processing brain regions [13].
Such findings, along with the theoretical
framework presented above, call for di-
rect investigations of cognitive and neural
overlap between language and code
processing.
Concluding Remarks
The growing importance of computer pro-
gramming underscores a need to conduct
rigorous research probing the cognitive
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Figure 1. HypothesizedParallels betweenNatural Language (Red) and Computer Programming (Blue) at Different Processing Stages. Both sets of cognitive
processes rely on the combinatorial nature of their inputs and outputs, which comprise phonemes/letters that make up words/identifiers, which combine into sentences/
statements, giving rise to paragraphs and functions, and finally yield texts/utterances/programs (cf. the supplemental information online for possible differences).
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architecture that underlies programming
abilities. We have highlighted potential
parallels between programming and
natural languages. Although the compari-
son is not perfect and some mental
computations are likely to differ (see the
supplemental information online),
future empirical studies should consider
the hypothesis that programming
draws on some of the same resources as
natural language processing, in addition
to the traditional proposal whereby
programming shares computations with
mathematics, logic, and problem solving.
If this hypothesis finds empirical support,
we need to reconceptualize the way CS
is taught, especially in early childhood,
when children are learning to read and
write. CS learners might also benefit from
techniques employed in foreign language
classrooms, such as constant exposure
to the language and learning by doing.
Making progress in deciphering the
cognitive and neural bases of computer
programming may therefore yield funda-
mental insights about how to optimally de-
sign curricula, policy, and educational
interventions, as well as new programming
Tr
languages for children that might draw on
pictorial and not only textual interfaces [15].
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human diets, particularly the roots, fruits,
and nuts of plants. Plant materials are
used to construct a diverse array of arti-
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How Plants Shape
the Mind

facts and shelters. Plant chemicals are
used to facilitate hunting and fishing, as
well as in rituals and medicines. However,
despite all of these benefits, plants can in-
flict serious costs. Plants have evolved an
impressive set of defenses to protect
against damage from herbivores [2]. All
plants produce toxic chemical defenses,
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Plants are easy to overlook in mod-
ern environments, but were a fun-
damental part of human life over
evolutionary time. Recent work
with infants suggests that the
adaptive problems humans faced
with respect to plants have left
their mark on the human mind.

Plants Are A(n Adaptive) Problem
In many societies, plants are no longer a
conspicuous part of human life. Plants
are a part of the scenery outside and avail-
able for purchase, already packaged and
processed, in grocery stores and garden
centers. This limited contact with plants
may seem perfectly normal, but across
the entirety of human history it is quite un-
usual. Taking as a starting point the emer-
gence of the genus Homo, humans spent
99% of our evolutionary history as
hunter–gatherers. In a hunter–gatherer
world, there were no such shops where
the necessities of life could be easily ac-
quired. Instead, our ancestors had to
make a living by effectively utilizing the nat-
ural environment. Plants were an essential
part of this process.

The archeological record and studies of
modern hunter–gatherer and hunter–horti-
culturalist populations show that humans
relied on plants in a variety of ways [1].
Plants are an important component of

some of which can be harmful or even
fatal to humans when ingested. Some
plants also have mechanical defenses,
such as thorns or stinging hairs, that can
cause serious skin injury and in some
cases systemic effects.

The problem is: how do humans figure out
which plants are food (or otherwise useful)
and which ones are fatal? This turns out to
be a very difficult task. There are myriad
plant species and herbivores that feed on
them. The result of these complex coevo-
lutionary relationships is that, from a
human perspective, there are no morpho-
logical features common to all edible or
toxic plants, even in the scale of the envi-
ronments humans typically encounter
without modern means of travel. Therefore,
using general rules such as ‘Avoid plants
with white flowers’ or ‘Purple fruits are edi-
ble’ simply would not work. In the former
case, one would miss out on pears, and
in the latter one would end up eating deadly
nightshade. Importantly, the presence of
difficult-to-detect and potentially fatal toxins
makes learning about plants through trial
and error sampling very costly. The best
outcome for this process involves large
amounts of wasted time and repeated
exposure to noxious plant defenses. The
worst-case scenario is death. These kinds
of circumstances select for the evolution
of social learning mechanisms [3].

The recurrent adaptive problems our spe-
cies encountered over evolutionary time
have shaped the human mind [4] and it is
well known that plant defenses have struc-
tured the physiology and behavior of many
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